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ABSTRACT: A novel emulsiﬁer, Frost grape polysaccharide (FGP), isolated from natural exudate of the species Vitis riparia
Michx, was physically and rheologically characterized. The determination of the physical, structural, thermodynamic,
emulsiﬁcation, ﬁlm, and rheological properties of FGP provide essential details for the commercial adoption of this novel plant
polysaccharide. FGP is capable of producing exceptionally stable emulsions when compared with the industrially ubiquitous gum
arabic (GA). The FGP isolate contained a negligible amount of nitrogen (0.03%), indicating that it does not contain an
associated glycoprotein, unlike GA. Solutions of FGP have a high degree of thermostability, displaying no loss in viscosity with
temperature cycling and no thermal degradation when held at 90 °C. FGP is an excellent ﬁlm former, producing high tensile
strength ﬁlms which remain intact at temperatures up to 200 °C. This work identiﬁed a number of potential food and
pharmaceutical applications where FGP is signiﬁcantly superior to GA.
KEYWORDS: frost grape polysaccharide, gum arabic, Vitis riparia, rheology, emulsiﬁer
βGalp and three αAraf groups form a Araf-α1,3-Araf-α1,2-Arafα1,2-Galp structural motif, with complex branching composed
of the Xyl, Man, and D-glucuronic acid residues. Preliminary
rheological research demonstrated that FGP forms highly
viscous aqueous solutions at 1−2% w/v. At these concentrations, FGP provided stable emulsions with ﬂavoring oils.5
The FGP has an overall molecular weight of 1−10 MDa and,
unlike GA, does not contain an antigenic hydroxyproline-rich
protein. GA contains an associated protein which is covalently
linked to the carbohydrate through serine and hydroxyproline
resides, and the protein concentration and resulting emulsifying
properties can vary widely.8,9 Generally higher protein content
in GA is correlated with positive emulsion characteristics,
though this relationship is not always accurate and low protein
GA samples have been found to possess excellent emulsifying
characteristics.10 For GA, large gum to oil ratios (greater than
1:1) are typically utilized to generate stable emulsions.11
As emulsiﬁers, polysaccharides are characterized as hydrophilic polymers having high molecular weight but lacking
signiﬁcant surface activity. This is starkly diﬀerent from smallmolecular surfactants, like lecithin and polysorbates, which are
typically very surface active but lack long-term emulsion
stability.4 An emulsifying agent must have some surface activity,

1. INTRODUCTION
Plant polysaccharides are utilized in a wide variety of
commercial applications including food and paper industries
and even for hydraulic fracking.1 Of particular importance in
the food industry are arabinogalactans (AG), structurally
complex branched polysaccharides predominantly consisting
of arabinose and galactose residues.2 These include gum arabic
(GA) and gum ghatti and ﬁnd uses as emulsiﬁers and
thickening agents for a variety of food applications. GA is a
wound polysaccharide harvested from trunks and branches of
acacia trees and is used in aqueous solutions as a low-viscosity
emulsiﬁer. The quality, availability, and price of GA vary
considerably,3,4 and it is therefore desirable to have a domestic
substitute of consistent quality. The recently identiﬁed frost
grape polysaccharide (FGP), from a native North American
grapevine species, may be a potential replacement for GA.5
Frost grape (Vitis riparia Michx.) vines are cold tolerant and
resistant to grape phylloxera, a serious insect pest of wine
grapes. Because of this resistance it is used extensively as grafted
rootstock for edible grapes (Vitis vinifera L.).6,7
Similar to GA, FGP is a complex polysaccharide with a
readily recognizable monosaccharide proﬁle comprised of
arabinose (Ara), galactose (Gal), xylose (Xyl), mannose
(Man), and glucuronic acid (GlcA) that readily distinguishes
it from other AG.5 The major structural component of FGP is a
carbohydrate backbone composed of L-arabinofuranose (L-Araf,
55.2%) and D-galactopyranose (D-Galp 30.1%), with smaller
components of D-xylose (11.2%) and D-mannose (3.5%). The
© 2017 American Chemical Society
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rpm. Initial divergence slit size was 0.6 mm and a 1 mm air scatter
screen was used above the sample. A Lynxeye detector was used with a
2.5° Soller slit and a Ni−Kβ ﬁlter.
2.4. Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy and NMR
Analysis. Infrared spectra were obtained on a Frontier attenuated
total reﬂectance (ATR)-Fourier transforminfrared spectrometer
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) ﬁtted with a diamond ATR crystal. A
background scan was performed under ambient atmosphere, and the
data analysis and baseline correction were performed automatically by
the operating software. Films were placed directly on the crystal. The
FT-IR spectra were obtained from 650 to 4000 cm−1 at a spectral
resolution of 4 cm−1. All NMR experiments were performed on a
variable temperature Avance spectrometer (Bruker Biospin, Billerica,
MA) operating at 500.11 MHz using a standard 5 mm z-gradient BBI
probe at 90 °C. The deuterated solvents used were obtained from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Tewksbury, MA).
2.5. Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimetry and Thermal Gravimetric Analysis. The thermal properties of the samples were studied
using diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a Q2000 MDSC
(TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) and thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA) using a Q500 Modulated TGA (TA Instruments, New Castle,
DE). For DSC, each sample (∼5 mg) was weighed into a tared
aluminum DSC pan, which was then hermetically sealed and heated in
a nitrogen atmosphere from −60 to 190 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/
min, then cooled back to −60 °C at the same rate followed by a
second heating cycle using the same conditions. For TGA, samples
(∼10 mg) were weighed into an open platinum TGA pan and heated
from room temperature to 800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min in a
nitrogen atmosphere. DSC and TGA data were analyzed using TA
Instruments’ Universal Analysis software.
2.6. Water Vapor Absorption/Desorption. Water sorption
analysis was performed on the FGP using a TA Instruments Q5000SA
dynamic vapor sorption analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE).
Sample absorption/desorption was determined in a 25 °C nitrogen
atmosphere through gravimetric measurements of mass change as
moisture content of the sample increased or decreased on exposure to
various relative humidities. Humidity was changed by 10% after 180
min at each step, stepwise from 0 to 90−0% humidity. If the sample
weight change was less than 0.05% of the sample weight for 10 min at
a given humidity, then the humidity would be automatically changed
to the next step.
2.7. Percent CHN Analysis. CHN analysis was performed using a
PerkinElmer 2400 series II Dumas-type elemental analyzer (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) using approximately 3−4 mg of FGP.
Calibration was performed using an acetanilide standard (PerkinElmer
PN 0240-1121).
2.8. Preparation of Sample Solutions. Solutions of FGP and
GA, approximately pH 5 and 4.5, respectively, were prepared by
dispersing the solid powders in deionized water and then continuously
stirring with a magnetic stir bar at 25 °C for 24 h.
2.9. Emulsifying Activity Index and Emulsion Stability Index.
Emulsifying activity index (EAI) and emulsion stability index (ESI) are
useful in determining emulsion characteristics and were calculated
according to the method outlined by Wu et al.23 Solutions of FGP and
GA were prepared at 0.1% solids solutions (1 mg/mL) according to
the procedure in 2.8. Solutions were centrifuged at 4000g for 20 min
using a Sorvall Legend XFR centrifuge (Thermo Scientiﬁc, Waltham,
MA). Supernatant was isolated, and 6 mL was transferred to a beaker
containing 2 mL of corn oil and the mixture was homogenized for 1
min at 20 000 rpm using a Power Gen 35 hand-held micro
homogenizer (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Pittsburgh, PA). Immediately after
homogenization, a 50 μL aliquot of the homogenized solution was
added to 5 mL of 0.1% SDS, to prevent any ﬂocculation or adherence
to the sides of the cuvette, and the light absorbance of the solution was
measured at 500 nm using a background of 0.1% SDS with a UV-2600,
UV−vis spectrometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). After 10 min an
additional 50 μL aliquot was treated in the same fashion and the light
absorbance of the solution is measured as above. The procedure was
repeated in triplicate. The EAI was calculated: EAI (m2/g) = 2T(A0 ×
dilution/C × Φ × 10 000), where T = 2.303; A0 = absorbance

by lowering the interfacial tension between the oil and water
interface.12 Most gums contain hydrophobic proteins or protein
fragments, which can strongly absorb at the liquid interface,
lowering interfacial tension. Some gums have been reported to
possess little protein material but have excellent emulsiﬁcation
characteristics, such as corn ﬁber gum.13 For GA, nitrogen
content is highly correlated with surface activity, and in general
the higher the % nitrogen of GA, the more surface active the
sample.14 However, Dickenson et al. observed that very low %
nitrogen GA samples (0.09% N) contained enough proteinaceous fragments to produce stable emulsions with a very ﬁne oil
droplet size.15 Increasing the protein concentration to
approximately 1% N caused the droplet size to become highly
course, and the resulting emulsions were unstable until the
nitrogen concentration was above 1%.9 A stable emulsion
depends on preventing the aggregation or coalescing of micelles
through steric stabilization, and high molecular weight
hydrophilic polymers provide an excellent thick steric
stabilizing layer.12,15
Plant exudates are a renewable product which are widely
utilized for food coatings to preserve the food product and can
improve texture and mouthfeel.16−18 In emulsions, GA
increases the viscosity of solutions and produces a thick and
creamy mouthfeel as the emulsion droplets act as ﬁller
particles.19 As ﬁlm coatings GA can be utilized to polish
confectionaries, such as chocolate, or as fruit coatings on apples
to improve ﬂavor and textural qualities throughout storage.20,21
Determining the physical, rheological, functional, and ﬁlm
properties of FGP may help elucidate possible end uses of this
novel plant exudate.
The objectives of this investigation were to (1) further deﬁne
the physical and structural characteristics of FGP, (2) quantify
the emulsiﬁcation properties of FGP as compared with GA, and
(3) determine the physical and rheological properties of
solutions and ﬁlms prepared from FGP. By accomplishing these
objectives, the overall value and processing parameters of FGP
will be better understood.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. The frost grape polysaccharide (FGP) was
extracted according to the method listed below. A commercial grade
GA22 (G9752; GA), glycerol and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were
purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Deionized water was used for
the preparation of all solutions.
2.2. Extraction of Frost Grape Polysaccharide from Frost
Grape. The frost grape polysaccharide (FGP) was obtained from 5 to
7 year-old debarked stems (3.5−6.0 cm in diameter) growing in Peoria
County, IL, and harvested in October, 2015. The debarked stems were
then chipped in a commercial wood chipper (Patriot Chipper
Shredder Vac, model CSV-2515, Patriot Products, Inc., Pewaukee,
WI), and further ground into sawdust using a Fritsch cutting mill
(Fritsch GmbH, Idar-Oberstein, Germany) ﬁtted with a 4 mm screen.
The sawdust was extracted with boiling deionized water to obtain a
viscous, tan-colored extract. The FGP was puriﬁed from the extract by
precipitation with 1:1 volumes of extract/ethanol (95% v/v). The
precipitate was further washed with three ethanol rinses in a vacuum
funnel, and the precipitate was dried in a drying oven at 40 °C. The
dried precipitate was redissolved in 500 mL of boiling deionized water
until it was completely solubilized. The FGP solution was frozen at
−80 °C and then subsequently lyophilized for 48 h to obtain the FGP.
2.3. X-ray Diﬀraction. X-ray diﬀraction spectra analyses were
performed using a Bruker D2 Phaser (Bruker AXS Inc., Billerica, MA)
X-ray diﬀractometer. The X-ray source was Cu−Kα radiation at a
current of 10 mA and 30 kV, set up using θ/θ geometry. Samples were
scanned at 5−30°, 2θ, step size 0.01°, 0.2 s/step, and stage rotation 10
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Figure 1. (A) Representative X-ray scattering pattern of FGP and (B) infrared spectrum of FGP determined using ATR FT-IR.
measured immediately after homogenization; dilution = 100, C = mass
of emulsiﬁer/unit volume (g/mL) of aqueous phase prior to emulsion
formation, and Φ is the oil volume fraction of the emulsion. The ESI
was calculated: ESI (min) = A0 × Δt/ΔA, where Δt = 10 min and ΔA
is the change in absorbance from A0 to A10, absorbance measured at 10
min.23
2.10. Flow Property Measurements. Measurements in controlled shear rate ﬂow to determine solution viscosity were conducted
on an ARES LS1 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) ﬂuids rheometer
equipped with a 50 mm diameter parallel plate geometry with a Peltier
plate to maintain temperature at 25.0 ± 0.1 °C. Small amplitude
oscillatory shear ﬂow measurements of the storage modulus G′ and
loss modulus G″ were also measured in the linear viscoelastic region as
determined by a strain sweep. Humidity covers were used to prevent
drying of the samples. All samples were tested in triplicate.
Measurements to determine solution response to temperature cycling
were performed using an AR2000 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE)
ﬂuids rheometer with a double walled concentric cylinder geometry
equipped with a Peltier heater and humidity covers. Sample solutions
were heated from 20 to 90 °C and back to 20 °C, at a rate of 2.00 °C
per minute and a shear rate of 100 s−1 for two continuous heating and
cooling cycles. Measurements in controlled shear rate ﬂow to
determine fresh emulsion viscosity (as prepared in 2.9) were
performed in triplicate using an AR2000 (TA Instruments, New
Castle, DE) ﬂuids rheometer with a double walled concentric cylinder
geometry equipped with a Peltier heater set to maintain at 25.0 ± 0.1
°C. The intrinsic viscosity, [η], in water at 25 °C was measured using a
Schott AVS 360 automated viscosity system (Hofheim, Germany).
The intrinsic viscosity was calculated as the average of the value
extrapolated to zero concentration, C, of ln(ηrel)/C and ηsp/C, where
the relative viscosity ηrel = η/ηs, the speciﬁc viscosity ηsp = ηrel − 1, η is
the solution viscosity, and ηs is the solvent viscosity.
2.11. Film Preparation and Physical Property Determination. FGP and GA ﬁlms were produced by preparing solutions (2.8)
to a ﬁnal solids concentration was 2% by weight. Glycerol was added
to each solution so that the ﬁnal concentration of glycerol was 20%
based on the total solids. Solutions were degassed using a vacuum to
remove entrapped air, and solutions were then poured into a 12 cm ×
18 cm × 0.4 cm silicon rubber gasket placed onto a glass plate coated
with BYTAC nonstick adhesive ﬁlm (Saint Gobain Performance
Plastics, Poestenkil, NJ). The solutions were allowed to air-dry over
the course of 96 h at room temperature. Physical property samples
were equilibrated for 1 week at 50% relative humidity and 23 °C prior
to testing. Tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and % elongation were
obtained using an Instron Universal Testing Machine, model 4201
(Canton, MA) according to the ASTM D638 Type V testing
procedure (crosshead speed 10 mm/min, gauge length 7.62 mm, load
cell 100 N). Rectangular test strips with dimensions of 20 mm long,
6.3 mm wide, and 0.05 mm thick were cut from the air-dried ﬁlms and

evaluated using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Storage modulus
(G′), loss modulus (G″), loss tangent (tan δ), and change in length of
the ﬁlm (ΔL) were measured with an ARES G2 controlled strain
rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) equipped with a
rectangular tension geometry. Measurements of G′, G″, and tan δ were
conducted at a frequency of 1.0 rad/s and a strain of 0.05%. Each
sample was heated from −70 to 200 °C with a forced air oven at a rate
of 5 °C/min.
2.12. Statistical Analysis. Results for tensile strength, Young’s
modulus, % elongation, toughness, emulsion activity index, and
emulsion stability index were evaluated by analysis of variance and
treatment means were separated by the Tukey adjusted least signiﬁcant
diﬀerence at α = 0.05, performed in Proc Mixed SAS v9.4 (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Regression equations for the solution
viscosity shear rate response were determined using Excel 2007
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Characterization. From the X-ray diﬀraction analysis
there is no indication of crystallinity in FGP, but rather the
large polysaccharide forms an amorphous structure (Figure
1A). The ATR FT-IR spectra of FGP and GA are shown in
Figure 1B and display prominent peaks at 3317 (O−H stretch),
2905 (C−H stretch), 1603 (O−H bend, water), 1140 (C−O
stretch), 1065 (C−O stretch), 1026 (C−O stretch), and 974
(C−O stretch) for each compound. The observed peaks in the
FT-IR spectra are comparable with those found in the literature
for GA.24,25 The similarities seen in the FT-IR spectra are
consistent with the previous NMR structural analysis of FGP
(Figure 2).5 Frost grape polysaccharide is an AG, in the same
structural class as GA and guar gum but has several unique
structural features that distinguish from other AG. A full mass
spectrometric and NMR analysis of the frost grape polysaccharide has been published previously5 and show a
conserved structural core of three α-arabinofuranosyl branching
residues (Araf 1, Araf 2, and Araf 3) and a β-galactosyl
backbone residues (see Figure 2). By contrast, GA has a larger
Gal/Ara ratio and contains Rha residues that are not present for
the FGP. There are also minor mannosyl and xylosyl
monosaccharide components (7% and 5%, respectively) in
the FGP, plus a small amount (2−3%) of terminal glucuronic
acid residues that readily distinguish the FGP structure from
that of other AG.
FGP is a relatively thermostable plant polysaccharide,
experiencing signiﬁcant mass loss due to heating beginning at
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hygroscopic polysaccharide, reaching a moisture content of
38% at 90% relative humidity (Figure 4). FGP will readily

Figure 4. FGP atmospheric water absorption and desorption under
varying relative humidity determined by TA Instruments’ Q5000SA
water vapor sorption analyzer.

Figure 2. Proposed overall structure (A) and the detailed NMRdetermined triarabinosylgalactan motif (B) of the FGP. Based on the
reference Price et al.5

absorb atmospheric water vapor but will more slowly desorb
that moisture before equilibrating at 0% relative humidity. The
hygroscopic nature of FGP is quite similar to that of GA, which
reaches a moisture content of 37% at 90% relative humidity
(data not shown). Proper storage and utilization of FGP for
food and industrial applications must consider the relative
humidity of the environment as FGP will readily absorb
atmospheric water which may lead to storage issues and/or
diﬃculty in processing.
3.2. Emulsion Functional Properties. The ability of FGP
to act as a highly stable emulsiﬁer was previously described in a
qualitative experiment;5 however, it is essential for commercial
adoption to determine a quantitative value. The Turbidimetric
method was used for determining emulsion properties and was

approximately 238 °C with 50% mass loss occurring at 275 °C
(Figure 3A). This is similar to that observed for Acacia gum.26
This thermostability may allow FGP to be used in a wide
variety of food and industrial applications. FGP experiences an
irreversible endothermic event at approximately 157 °C. This
event occurs well below the onset of degradation by TGA and
is not observed again when the same sample is cooled and
reheated (Figure 3B). This indicates a nonmass loss structural
change or reaction in FGP; such transitions have been seen in
the DSC scans of Acacia gum.27
FGP is soluble in aqueous solutions at concentrations less
than 2% w/v.5 After solution preparation and centrifugation, no
apparent insoluble material was present. FGP itself is a

Figure 3. (A) TGA of the onset of degradation of FGP as determined by TA Instruments’ Universal Analysis software. (B) Representative DSC of
FGP at 10% moisture content, using a Q2000 MDSC (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE).
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developed by Pearce and Kinsella28 and modiﬁed by Wu et al.23
This method was developed in part as a way to test and
compare the emulsion performance of novel modiﬁcations or
novel emulsifying agents. The emulsion characteristics are
determined by the light scattering of dispersed spherical
particles, oil droplets, in the aqueous continuous phase. This
is due to the simple relationship between turbidity and the
interfacial area of an emulsion.28 In stable emulsions the
interfacial area does not change but as an emulsion breaks
down there is an irreversible decrease in the interfacial area and
thus absorbance decreases over time due to coalescence,
ﬂocculation, and gravitational separation.28,29 Flocculation
would not impact the results due to the transfer of 50 μL of
the emulsiﬁed samples into 0.1% SDS, thus reversing any
ﬂocculation prior to testing the absorbance. It should also be
noted that no gravitational separation, or creaming, was
observed in the time frame of the tests for any of the samples;
therefore, the change in absorbance as the emulsions broke
down was only due to coalescence and oiling-oﬀ.
A 0.1% solids concentration was selected for the emulsiﬁer
tests to produce relatively low viscosity dilute oil in water
emulsions and to assess the rate of emulsion breakdown. This
resulted in oil in water emulsions with a 33:1 oil to emulsiﬁer
ratio. The EAI and ESI23,28 were determined for FGP and GA
(Figure 5). FGP had a 35% higher EAI than GA, i.e., FGP can

by binding strongly to the interface to protect the droplets from
ﬂocculation and coalescence.12 The emulsiﬁer will adhere to the
interface, and the amphiphilic polymer orients its hydrophobic
groups to the hydrophobic phase and hydrophilic groups to the
aqueous phase.31 Surface tension decreases as the amount of
absorbed polymer forming the interfacial ﬁlm increases, thus
providing steric repulsion and resistance to deformation.29,32
FGP displays surface activity with an average minimum surface
tension of 60 ± 2 dyn/cm for solutions with concentrations of
1−2% solids. The critical micelle concentration for FGP was
determined to be 1% solids, with surface tension dramatically
increasing at concentrations below 1% solids and ﬁnally being
indistinguishable from water at 0.01% solids (data not shown).
The nitrogen content analysis concluded that FGP contains
0.03 ± 0.02% nitrogen, which corresponds to a range of
roughly 0.04−0.3% protein33−35 in the FGP isolate. The
relatively high error was due to the low level of nitrogen present
in the sample. It had been previously demonstrated that there
was no observed hydroxyproline-rich protein association in
FGP by using a colorimetric test for hydroxyproline and a
Bradford assay.5 Therefore, we can conclude that there is no
associated protein present in FGP, and what little residual
protein, protein fragments, or minor constituents may cause the
minimal surface activity observed in solutions of FGP. A high
protein content is not necessarily an indicator of the
emulsifying characteristics of a polysaccharide emulsifying
agent and low protein content gums possessing excellent
emulsifying characteristics have been observed for GA from A.
Senegal and corn ﬁber gum.13,36,37
Consistent with previous literature observations FGP
provides an exceptionally stable emulsion, with an emulsion
stability index 6−10 times greater than that of GA at this usage
level (0.1%), i.e., FGP emulsions will remain stable for much
longer than GA emulsions (Figure 5B). Emulsions undergo
breakdown as they transition from a uniform dispersion to
complete separation of phases. Oil droplets, which are less
dense than the surrounding continuous phase (water +
emulsiﬁer), will undergo gravitational separation and rise
through the emulsion column, a process largely dependent
on the droplet size and the viscosity of the continuous phase.29
In the absence of agitation oil droplets can collide through
Brownian motion and coalescence as the droplets combine to
form one larger oil droplet. As the droplet diameter increases so
does the rate of gravitational separation. This process can be
inhibited by polymer adhesion at the interfacial surface, surface
between the oil and water droplets. The polymers can form
thick layers which provide steric stability by preventing oil
droplet coalescence, with higher molecular weight polymers
providing greater steric stability in slowing oil droplet
coalescence.13,38,39 This may explain the dramatic diﬀerences
observed in the emulsion stability of FGP vs GA, as FGP has a
1−10 MDa5 molecular weight compared with GA:G975222
(932 kDa). The intrinsic viscosity of FGP was determined to be
56.20 dL/g and is consistent with the previously reported
molecular weight range of 1−10 MDa. The observed intrinsic
viscosity of FGP is four times higher than that of guar gum
using water as a solvent.40
The higher MW of FGP would provide superior steric
inhibition of oil droplet coalescence. The molecular weight
does not aﬀect surface activity, but it is positively correlated
with viscosity and emulsion stability parameters.38,41 The
molecular weight of FGP is 1−10 times larger than GA,2,42
and thus the dramatically increased stability observed in

Figure 5. (A) EAI of GA and FGP. (B) ESI of GA and FGP.

emulsify a greater amount of oil than GA under the same
conditions (Figure 5A). How FGP interacts with the oil phase
is unknown because unlike GA, FGP lacks a hydroxyprolinerich protein and has little to no protein to interface with the oil
phase.5 While a detailed mechanistic explanation of how FGP
functions as an emulsifying agent is outside the scope of this
manuscript, FGP may adopt a structural conformation which
produces a hydrophobic region comprised of methylene groups
and glycosidic linkages similar to what is observed in the helical
formations of the carbohydrate scleroglucan.30
The nitrogen content (protein content) of GA generally
correlates well with surface activity and is often a positive
indicator of emulsion properties, but this relationship is not
always clearly correlated with emulsion characteristics.14 GA
samples with as little as 0.09% N contained enough
proteinaceous fragments to produce stable emulsions, but
commercial GA with a nitrogen content of approximately 0.3%
displayed very little surface activity.9 An eﬀective emulsiﬁer
rapidly reduces the interfacial tension at the oil−water interface
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Figure 6. (A) Rheological properties of FGP and GA; shear thinning of a 1% aqueous solution. (B) Power-law ﬂuid relationship of FGP at varying
solids concentration. (C) Small amplitude oscillatory shear ﬂow measurements of 1, 1.5, and 2% solids concentration. (D) Shear thinning of fresh
emulsions as prepared in section 2.9.

higher viscosity (10.82 ± 0.04 mPa s) when compared with
those made from 0.1% GA and oil (3.85 ± 0.22 mPa s) at 100
s−1 (Figure 6D) The high molecular weight FGP polymer
adhering to the oil−water interface and the viscosity of the
continuous phase would help explain the increased stability and
reduced coalescence (Figure 5) observed in the FGP emulsions
compared with GA emulsions.
The high solution viscosity would be valuable as a thickener
for various applications. The linear viscoelastic properties of a
1% solution of FGP indicate the formation of a frequency
dependent weak mechanical gel caused by physical entanglement, with a crossover point (G′ > G″) at a frequency of 15.84
rad/s (Figure 6C). Increasing the concentration of the solution
to 1.5 and 2% solids resulted in the formation of mechanical
gels with weak frequency dependence of the moduli,
determined by G′ being greater than G″ at all frequencies
tested.
An irreversible structural change was observed in the DSC at
high temperatures with no associated mass loss from the TGA
analysis (Figure 3A,B). A change in the structure or
conformation of FGP could signiﬁcantly alter solution
rheological properties, as observed in another polysaccharide
used as an emulsion stabilizer, xanthan gum. If xanthan gum is
heated beyond the transition temperature it will undergo a
conformational change from a helix structure to a random coil,
when cooled this can lead to a denatured structure.44−46 The
ordered and denatured structures of xanthan show diﬀerent
side chain-backbone interactions and thus exhibit diﬀerent

emulsions formed from FGP are due in large part to this
molecular weight diﬀerence. This impressive diﬀerence in
emulsion stability would have tremendous value in reducing the
necessary amount of emulsion stabilizers in a food product or
producing food products which maintain stable emulsions for a
longer length of time.
3.3. Rheological Properties of Solutions FGP. Controlled shear ﬂow experiments were conducted on aqueous
solutions containing 0.1 to 2% solids of FGP and 1% solids GA.
The 1% solution of FGP displays a non-Newtonian shear
thinning response, with decreasing viscosity in response to
increasing shear rate (Figure 6A). Unlike FGP, GA displayed
typical Newtonian behavior where the viscosity did not change
with shear rate. The results for FGP followed the power-law
model at all concentrations, η(γ̇) = Kγ̇n−1, where η is the
viscosity, γ̇ is the shear rate, K is the consistency index, and n is
the ﬂow behavior index. Solution diﬀerences observed in the
shear thinning response is most likely due to the higher
molecular weight of FGP compared with GA. As expected,
solution viscosity increases with increasing concentration of
FGP (Figure 6B), and the solutions became more strongly
shear-thinning at higher concentration. Even at the lowest
concentration of 0.1%, FGP was shear-thinning and had a
higher viscosity (8.12 ± 0.1 mPa s) than a 1% solution of GA
(1.82 ± 0.04 mPa s) at 100 s−1. This is to be expected since the
solution is well above the overlap concentration, which can be
estimated as 1/[η]43 or 0.002%. The fresh emulsions formed
from 0.1% FGP and oil, following the protocol in 2.9, also had a
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Figure 7. (A) 1% FGP solution viscosity after heating and cooling cycling from 20 to 90 °C to 20 °C. (B) NMR spectroscopy of a 2% aqueous
solution of FGP; NMR spectra of FGP heated and held at 90 °C, for 30, 60, and 90 min.

Table 1. Mechanical Properties of FGP and GA Filmsa
sample

tensile strength (MPa)

% elongation

toughness (MPa)

Young’s modulus (MPa)

GA
FGP

4.9 ± 0.3 B
15.8 ± 0.6 A

77.6 ± 7.3 A
60.2 ± 15.4 A

2.7 ± 0.3 B
8.2 ± 2.2 A

24.9 ± 9.5 B
178.6 ± 13.6 A

a
Letter groupings indicate statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the mechanical properties of FGP compared with GA in each column as determined
by a Tukey adjusted LSD α < 0.05.

Figure 8. DMA of FGP and GA ﬁlms with the addition of glycerol equal to 20% of the mass of the solids present in the solution: (A) G′ of ﬁlms vs
temperature and (B) tan δ and (ΔL) of ﬁlms vs temperature.

detectable change (<5%) in peaks and the peaks for FGP were
comparable to those identiﬁed previously.5 From the reversible
rheological thermocycling and NMR results, we can determine
that FGP does not undergo a permanent structural conformational change upon heating up to 90 °C.
3.4. Physical and Rheological Properties of FGP and
GA Films. While FGP possesses outstanding emulsiﬁcation
properties, it is also an excellent ﬁlm forming polymer,
especially when compared with GA (Table 1). The ability to
form a ﬁlm may have value in food coating applications. A
concentration of 20% glycerol was selected as a plasticizer for
these ﬁlms. This value was chosen as GA ﬁlms were found to be
very brittle and lower concentrations of glycerol resulted in
poor quality ﬁlms which could not be tested. FGP did not
require glycerol to form testable ﬁlms; however, to make
comparisons with GA, only data from the ﬁlms containing 20%
glycerol will be reviewed. Films formed from FGP have
signiﬁcantly higher tensile strength, toughness, and Young’s
modulus than similar ﬁlms formed from GA. Of signiﬁcant

viscosities in solution, but unless hydrolyzed will not change in
molecular weight.46 Xanthan gum will experience these
conformational changes above 36 °C in aqueous solutions47
and the transition temperature increases with an increase in the
salinity of the solution.44
To determine whether a conformational change in structure
occurs in FGP with heating similar to xanthan gum, rheological
characterization and NMR analysis were performed on
thermocycled 1% solids aqueous solutions of FGP. There
were no signiﬁcant changes in the rheological characteristics of
thermocycled FGP. The viscosity of FGP was found to be
stable, with no change in viscosity after heating at 90 °C for up
to 90 min (Figure 7A,B). Solutions of FGP experience a
reversible viscosity loss in response to elevated temperature
(Figure 7A). The solution viscosity remained stable even upon
repeated temperature cycling (20−90−20 °C) of the solution
(Figure 7A). Aqueous solutions of FGP heated at 90 °C for 90
min underwent no structural changes as determined by NMR
analysis of a 2% solution of FGP (Figure 7B). There was no
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interest is that ﬁlms of FGP have three times the tensile
strength of GA ﬁlms with statistically equivalent % elongation.
Tensile strength is the force required to break the ﬁlm,
elongation is the amount the ﬁlms will stretch until breakage
occurs, toughness is the amount of energy a ﬁlm can absorb
before breakage, and Young’s modulus (elastic modulus) is the
stiﬀness of a ﬁlm or its ability to resist deformation. These
qualities are extremely important for any packaging or ﬁlm
application because these properties must be adequate to
maintain ﬁlm integrity during preparation, handling, or
storage.48 The excellent physical properties of FGP ﬁlms is
likely due in part to the higher molecular weight of the
polysaccharide, similar to the eﬀect of increasing molecular
weight in pullulan ﬁlms.49 Coatings and ﬁlms of GA are used in
the food and pharmaceutical industry, including in edible fruit
coatings.18,50,51 This suggests that FGP could be used as a
replacement to provide signiﬁcant improvements to the ﬁnal
food article.
As previously described FGP has relatively high thermostability and determining the physical properties of ﬁlms at
elevated temperatures is an important aspect of deﬁning
industrial or commercial value. Mechanical characteristics were
determined through DMA, performed on cast ﬁlms of FGP and
GA between −70 and 200 °C (Figure 8). The FGP cast ﬁlms
maintained a high storage modulus and remained intact even at
a temperature as high as 200 °C (Figure 8A). The G′ of FGP
ﬁlms decreased with increasing temperature until 75 °C. After
75 °C the G′ increased until 125 °C where the G′ continually
dropped over an order of magnitude until the experiment
completed at 200 °C. Various transition temperatures can be
determined by measuring how polymer properties vary with
temperature while under an oscillatory strain.52 The GA cast
ﬁlms failed at temperatures exceeding 112 °C, where the ﬁlms
exhibited extensive elongation (5 mm) indicative of ﬁlm failure
(Figure 8B). The FGP ﬁlms have higher heat deﬂection
temperatures, temperature of material deformation, compared
to GA ﬁlms. FGP had little change in length until 190 °C where
the ﬁlms extended approximately 1 mm (Figure 8B). The
superior physical characteristics and heat deﬂection temperature of FGP ﬁlms as compared with GA demonstrates
additional value in industrial or food applications. Even with
20% glycerol as a plasticizer, the GA ﬁlms remained brittle and
many ﬁlms failed during the preparation phase of the DMA
analysis.
FGP is signiﬁcantly superior to GA in a number of
characteristics and could be an ideal replacement in many
food applications to provide a superior food product.
Compared with GA, FGP possesses greater emulsion activity
and stability characteristics. Films of FGP have higher tensile
strength, Young’s Modulus, and a heat deﬂection temperature
nearly 80 °C greater than GA. Protein allergies can be avoided
since FGP has no associated protein component, unlike GA
which is considered a potential sensitizer and an occupational
allergen. GA appears to primarily cause asthma and rhinitis,
though allergic symptoms have been observed after ingestion of
products containing GA.53 The allergic reaction to GA is
mediated preferentially by IgE antibodies directed to the
polypeptide chains.54 Further study should be performed on
the ability of FGP to maintain emulsion stability during longterm storage. Additionally, work is underway to identify
whether other North American grape species produce the
same or similar polysaccharides as that identiﬁed in Vitis riparia
Michx.
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